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Rhenaud HETTE - Export representative Fiji
+679 2728167 / +679 7171628

mission@ncti.nc
https://www.ncti.nc/

With its physical presence in Fiji, New Caledonia Trade & Invest aims to
develop the trade relations between New Caledonia and Fiji. Our team,
based both in Noumea and Suva, is here to support both New Caledonian
and Fijian companies in their export process. NCT&I counts more than 100
members in various sector of activities (agriculture, industry, services,
transport, IT, health, engineering...).
Our services go from networking and linking you to the right point of entry,
informing you about the latest export/import requirements, providing
market information and extensive market research, to organizing trade
missions. We are organizing frequent information meetings and webinars on
various topics (export, country focus, investment opportunities...) to keep
our members in touch of the news in the Pacific. We also provide our
members access to a weekly Pacific's tender monitoring so they don't miss
any business opportunity.
Additionally, NCT&I is assisting investors who are interested into investing in
New Caledonia.

About
New Caledonia 
Trade & Invest
Export assistance

https://www.bioressources.nc/
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Created in 1979 and specialized in the world of chocolate, Biscochoc, with its
French origins and South Pacific location, has managed to harmonize the
great knowledge of French Chocolate with an exotic and original touch.
From the cooking chocolate block to the finest chocolates, Biscochoc has
also franchised two stores at the Tonton Jules brand where new and
exclusive flavors are offered...
Biscochoc took over at the end of 2016 the management of a cocoa
plantation in Vanuatu, on the island of Malekula, to produce high quality
organic chocolate, lately used for the manufacturing of the VULCANIC Kit Kat
in Japan and selectioned by Harrods in London.

Biscochoc

PRODUCTS

Chocolate manufacturer

INTERESTS

Dominique LEFEIVRE - CEO
+687 83 60 33  / +687 28 08 75

dominique.lefeivre@biscochoc.nc
https://biscochoc.nc/

Chocolate bars (45, 70, 100gr…)
Mini blocks chocolate (napolitains)
Nut chocolate coated
Rock (praline chocolate coated)
Hazelnuts spread
Seasonals (Christmas/Easter)

As part of its international
development, the company wants to
strengthen its business through
research of new importers in the Asian
market and especially in South Pacific. 
Biscochoc is looking to import cocoa
from Fiji

https://biscochoc.nc/


TAHITI VANUATU

JAPAN
KOREA

CHINA

Pleasure
Creativity
Quality

Innovation
Respect

Biscochoc currently exports to Japan, Tahiti, 
Vanuatu, China and Korea



Brasseurs du
Lagon

PRODUCTS

Craft brewery

INTERESTS

David BOUVIER - CEO
+687 79 97 12  

contact@brasseursdulagon.nc
Brasseurs-du-lagon

Our products are inspired by the beers of the new world and our Australian
and New Zealand neighbors with beers of character loaded with taste and
exotic flavors. Aromas of caramel, coffee, litchi, tropical fruits or banana and
pineapple make up our beers.... Don't be mistaken! All these flavors come
exclusively from the malt, hops and yeast that we use. No additives,
coloring, enhancers, preservatives or additional sugars are added to our
recipes. In addition, our ingredients are mainly of organic origin.
Craftsmanship is our philosophy with a production tool on a human scale
and a continuous research of original flavors for quality products.
As beer making is a complex and highly demanding process to ensure quality
and consistency in production, we have been trained in France at the IFBM
(French Institute of Beverages, Brewing and Malting), a world-renowned and
benchmark organization.

Blonde beer (5%) : BICHETTE
White beer (4,5%) : WHEATY
American Pale Ale (5,5%) : BIG P'APA
India Pale Ale (7%) : RED-IKA
Seasonal beers

Interested to find a distributor in Fiji for 
their craft beers

mailto:contact@brasseursdulagon.nc
https://www.facebook.com/Brasseurs-du-lagon-113596183769934/




Rhum
Terre du Sud

PRODUCTS

Distillery

INTERESTS

Philippe BRUOT - CEO
+687 75 88 28

direction@terredusud.nc
https://www.terredusud.nc/

Terre du Sud is above all the desire to share a know-how, a unique terroir and a real
moment of conviviality. The adventure begins in 2016 in New Caledonia, a land of
sharing and passion, with an ambitious objective: to revive the production of local,
quality rum. It is on this rich and preserved land that Terre du Sud rums are
produced and distilled. Our sugar canes have given birth to a warm and powerful
rum. Our local fruits, picked and peeled by hand, bring incomparable aromas to our
arranged rums.
Our know-how: an artisanal manufacture, fruits stemming from the responsible
agriculture, a pure product of the Caledonian soil, 11 years of experience in the
distillation.

White rum : gold medal at ISS awards
in 2021 and silver medal at the
Concours Général Agricole of the Salon
International de l'Agriculture in 2019
Arranged rums : elaborated with local
fruits, peeled by hand, fruits macerate
between 3 months and 1 year
Rum pure cane juice
Whisky single malt (the first caledonian
whisky)

Interested to find a distributor in Fiji for 
their rums

https://www.terredusud.nc/
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Distillery

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Philippe JOUBERT - CEO
+687 77 50 07 / +687 30 25 44

philippe@moonshine.nc
https://moonshine.nc/

Whisky (Bourbon, oak barrel aged 
whisky, Single Malt)
Rums (white, dark, coco, vanilla)
Spirits (gin, vodka, tequila, pastis, 
lychee liqueur, berry vodka)

Interested to find a distributor in Fiji for 
their spirits
Interested to find clients in Fiji
Interested to source raw materials 
from Fiji

Moonshine
Moonshine Distillery was established in New Caledonia in 2018 and each
recipe is made in a secret valley where a special spring water flows giving it
its unique flavors. The team of Moonshine learnt the art of distillation in
Australia and are using noble materials from the South Pacific to produce
their spirits : cereals from New Caledonia and molasses from Fiji.
Thanks to three copper stills, Moonshine has the capacity to supply large
quantities of spirits on a regular basis (full containers) and offers a wide
range of spirits.

https://moonshine.nc/




Food & beverages manufacturer and distributor

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Xavier Calonne - Sales Manager
+687 77 29 49

xavier.calonne@me.com
https://www.socalait.nc/en/

Fresh Dairy Products
Creams
Cheeses
Butters & Margarines
Beverages
Chocolates
Ice creams
Desserts

Interested to find clients as well as 
distributors in Fiji

Socalait
Our Caledonian company was established on March 1st 1973. It is
specialized in the production and distribution of dairy products such as
cheeses, yoghurts and in the wholesale of fresh, dry and frozen products.
We market our products throughout New Caledonia and we also export to
Wallis, Vanuatu and Tahiti.
Our products such as yoghurts (under Yoplait license), ice creams (under
Miko license) and chocolate (local brand Lapita) are produced locally.
Socalait is a distributor in the pacific of major cheese manufacturers such as
BEL and LACTALIS.

https://moonshine.nc/


OUR REFERENCES
ICE CREAM FRESH

DAIRY PRODUCTS
DAIRY CHOCOLATE

MEAT SOFT DRINKS SPIRITS GROCERIES



Established for more than 20 years in New Caledonia, Vergnet Pacific, a
subsidiary of the Vergnet SA Group, offers you solutions in wind,
photovoltaic and hybrid energy. Our success results from a comprehensive
approach to renewable energy projects that encompasses feasibility studies,
site qualification, project development, financing, construction, operation
and maintenance. Vergnet Pacific delivers turnkey service on grid-connected
and off-grid plants in the pacific.
We are the global leader in wind energy solutions and manufactures the GEV
MP wind turbines, from 200 to 275kW. First developed for cyclonic
conditions, the wind turbines are easily installed, transported and
maintained. We provide first-class solar photovoltaic (PV) energy solutions
with full EPC service on grid-connected and off-grid plants worldwide.

Renewable energy solutions provider
Vergnet Pacific

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Tamaso POOI - CEO
+687 79 00 47

t.pooi@vergnet.fr
https://vergnet-pacific.com/en/home/

Wind solutions
Photovoltaic solutions
Hybrid solutions
Solutions for mining industry
Solutions to independant power 
producers
Solutions for electricity supply companies

Interested to find a clients in Fiji, 
especially in the hotel industry

https://biscochoc.nc/


PHOTOVOLTAIC WIND POWER SOLAR APPLICATIONS HYBRID ENERGY



Syrius Solar New Caledonia manufactures, delivers, installs, and
commissions solar water heaters. Whether you are individuals or
professionals, our team is committed to provide you with tailored and
turnkey solutions from the deign to the delivery and technical support to
concretize your project. We use quality materials and state-of-the-art solar
heating technology. We integrate strict quality control into ours
manufacturing process as witnessed by the SolarKeymark certification and
the 10 years warranty on ours products. The Syrius Solar Industry team of
engineers specialising in renewable energy is proficient in designing turnkey
projects, from conception to completion. Assistance from A to Z to offer you
the most advanced technology in the sector of solar thermal energy and to
obtain the best performance and ROI from your installations.

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Laurent FISCHER - CEO
+687 94 70 70

laurent.fischer@syrius-solar.com
https://syrius-solar.nc/

Individual solar water heaters
Collective solar water heaters
Components

Interested to find clients, partners and 
a distributor in Fiji

Syrius Solar 
Industry
Solar water heater manufacturer

mailto:laurent.fischer@syrius-solar.com
https://botanik.nc/


DESIGN MANUFACTURE DELIVERY ASSISTANCE

FROM DESIGN TO IMPLEMENTATION



Sunzil, in partnership with Renewable Water NC, developed the Elemental
Water Source. The Elemental Water Source is a plug & play, containerized
desalination solution that works off-grid using only solar energy to produce
clean water from seawater. By unique Energy Recovery Technology, the
system uses 70% less energy than conventional desalination technology,
and therefore requires 3x less solar panels. This major breakthrough enables
an independent water supply for any coastal location. Tap into the unlimited
source of clean water for communities, resorts, industries, private
properties, disaster relief & emergency response.
This solution is scalable from one to several thousands cubic meters per day
of fresh water production. It can also be 100% off-grid solar or with genset
support and/or grid connected. In addition, it can be used either for
residential, but also for communities, industries, resorts, etc...
Additionally, SUNZIL PACIFIC design any off/on grid photovoltaic solution
including small to large scale storage systems, mini-grids and solar farms.

Emmanuel VINCENT - CEO
+687 77 17 16

e.vincent@sunzil.com
https://www.sunzil.com/

Solar powered desalination
Sunzil

PRODUCTS INTERESTS
Smart solar powered desalination
systems : sustainable off-grid 
desalination
Photovoltaic solutions : solar panels, 
off-grid systems

Interested to find clients in Fiji, 
especially resorts interested by their 
solar powered desalination solution

mailto:e.vincent@sunzil.com
https://www.bioressources.nc/




Gaëla MARCHAL - CEO
+687 77 67 57

gmarchal@epureau.nc
https://www.marbour.eu/en/filiales/epureau-new-caledonia/

Water treatment solutions

Epureau is a player of sustainable development offering water treatment
solutions from the intake to the discharge in the environment. With 40 years
of experience in water treatment, Epureau is one of the leader in New
Caledonia and operates overseas in 3 countries, counting more than 200
clients. From wastewater, drinking water, process and industrial water,
tanks to collective swimming pools, we design and build turnkey units for
water and effluent treatment. Epureau assists its clients in the choice of
solutions and procedures related to the operation, as well as technical
assistance, training of operators and the conception and implementation of
tools necessary for the operation.

PRODUCTS INTERESTS
Wood water tanks from 10 to 6000 m3
Swimming pools & SPA : Pumping and 
treatment equipment, water games and 
slides
Drinking water : Filtration, ultrafiltration, 
reverse osmosis, disinfection
Wastewater : Sludge treatment, reuse 
of treated wastewater, landscape 
integration, pumping station
Water treatment : Water softeners and
filtration, network protection

Interested to find clients in Fiji

Epureau

mailto:p.coulerie@ncbioressources.nc
https://www.bioressources.nc/




Pacific Plastic and profile is a company specialized in the design and
manufacture of PVC and WPC (Wood Plastic Composite) profiles for the
building and its environment. Created 20 years ago, our mission is to offer
quality product lines that are adapted to the Pacific climatic environment,
their components and value-added services for the building industry while
providing our customers with competitive advantages. Our values are
respect for the environment and the future of our planet, safety and
recycling are our priorities in this field. Product quality: we develop high-
performance, aesthetically pleasing product lines that meet the technical,
regulatory and architectural requirements of our markets. Our leitmotiv is to
offer products with a very long lifespan and which are maintenance-free.

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Arnaud GOSSE - CEO
+687 43 54 83

ppp.gosse@lagoon.nc
https://www.facebook.com/pacificplasticprofile.nc

PVC soffit for interior & exterior ceilings
Profiles and accessories
High quality composite decks
PVC roof fascia and gutter system
Sustainable eco-materials cladding 
profile

Interested to find clients in Fiji
Interested to find a distributor in Fiji
Interested to find partners such as 
architects

Pacific Plastic 
Profil
Wood plastic composite profiles

https://botanik.nc/




Woodworker and cabinetry

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Christophe CHALER - CEO
+687 76 36 05

sema@sema.nc
http://www.sema.nc/

All types of furniture on request (bar, 
kitchen, bathroom furniture, dressing 
room, counters, offices...)

Interested to find clients in Fiji
Interested to find a partner in Fiji, 
especially for the assembly of the 
furniture

SEMA
SEMA, a company of cabinetry, wood joiner and layout, has been in
existence in New Caledonia since 1978 and is based on interior design. Our
company manufactures quality and custom local furniture for professionals
and individuals. In recent years, it has been equipped with state-of-the-art
digital machines to build all types of furniture. Our design office and our
partners design your interiors in 3D image and synthetic image to provide
you a final rendering of your project beforehand. SEMA's clients include
public and private authorities, several hotels, banks and social donors. We
export our products and knowledge to Tahiti thanks to a collaboration with a
U.S. architect to build hotels and high-end private villas.

https://botanik.nc/




Cleannix, a specialist in the fight against COVID and Allergen using ultraviolet
lamps, offers disinfection services throughout the world. Our technicians
work directly on your office (or house) to remove allergens from your
mattresses, armchairs and carpets. Our process eliminates mites and
microscopic moulds (but also bacteria) present in beds and which can cause
asthma, allergies, itching and respiratory problems. Specialist of eco-friendly
technologies, we offer to accommodation, industrial and health
professionals effective solutions for disinfection. Our treatments allow
faster and more efficient treatments than chemicals, as well as being
economical and eco-friendly. Cleannix network assist entrepreneurs ready
to invest in their market on the ecological transition by professional and
technical disinfection services.

Desinfection services through eco-friendly technologies
Cleannix

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Gaëtan VARILLON - CEO
+687 50 25 04

contact@cleannix.nc
https://www.cleannix.fr/products-and-services/

Allergen removal services & products
Provision of service of disinfection
Anti-Covid intervention
UV lamps for SURFACE, AIR and 
WATER treatment
Revolutionary 100% natural mosquito 
repellent

Interested to find a distributor and/or a 
partner who would be interested in 
joining the Cleannix® network to 
promote efficient and environmentally 
friendly technologies, and develop the 
business in Fiji

https://biscochoc.nc/


EFFICIENT ECO-FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGIES FOR AIR, 
SURFACE AND WATER DISINFECTION

Solutions for hospitality and health professionals, and much more…!



VisualCom, created in 2011, aims to help its customers to digitize their
signage and improve the reception of their visitors. We install for our clients
complete Digital Signage systems with a content management system as
user-friendly as Linkedin. We also install QMATIC queue management
solutions. Thanks to our partnership with Philips for PRO screens, we offer
robust solutions that go up to kiosk solutions and interactive applications
with high added value. VisualCom has launched the first digital signage
network in Noumea's restaurants with more than twenty screens displaying
beautiful and interesting content; VisualCom markets advertising on these
screens to advertisers seduced by the idea of associating the pleasures of
eating with their brand. For us, the customer experience is at the heart of
our values. We are above all "Customers" ! Now you know why we do what
we do; to find out how we do it, contact us.

Digital signage solutions

PRODUCTS INTERESTS

Philippe REAUD - CEO
+687 27 22 84

preaud@visualcom.nc
https://visualcom.nc/

QMATIC queue management
Digital signage systems
Philips Pro display

Interested to find
        clients in Fiji

Visualcom

Scan me to know more

mailto:gerardpiolet@purpacifique.fr
https://purpacifique-cosmetique.fr/




Cécile CHAMBOREDON - Director
+687 230 797 / + 687 74 63 20
direction@ncti.nc

Sandra PILLOTON - Office Assistant
+687 230 796
secretariat@ncti.nc

Rhenaud HETTE - Export Representative Fiji
+679 2728167 / + 679 7171628
mission@ncti.nc

Contacts

Dominique LEFEIVRE - CEO
+687 83 60 33 / +687 28 08 75
dominique.lefeivre@biscochoc.nc

David BOUVIER - CEO
+687 79 97 12 
contact@brasseursdulagon.nc

Philippe BRUOT - CEO
+687 75 88 28
direction@terredusud.nc

Philippe BRUOT - CEO
+687 75 88 28
direction@terredusud.nc

Xavier Calonne - Sales Manager
+687 77 29 49
xavier.calonne@me.com

mailto:contact@brasseursdulagon.nc


Laurent FISCHER - CEO
+687 94 70 70
laurent.fischer@syrius-solar.com

Gaëla MARCHAL - CEO
+687 77 67 57
gmarchal@epureau.nc

Emmanuel VINCENT - CEO
+687 77 17 16
e.vincent@sunzil.com

Arnaud GOSSE - CEO
+687 43 54 83
ppp.gosse@lagoon.nc

Christophe CHALER - CEO
+687 76 36 05
sema@sema.nc

Gaëtan VARILLON - CEO
+687 50 25 04
contact@cleannix.nc

Philippe REAUD - CEO
+687 27 22 84
preaud@visualcom.nc

Tamaso POOI - CEO
+687 79 00 47
t.pooi@vergnet.fr

mailto:laurent.fischer@syrius-solar.com
mailto:p.coulerie@ncbioressources.nc
mailto:e.vincent@sunzil.com
mailto:gerardpiolet@purpacifique.fr


New Caledonia 
Trade & Invest
At
HOTEC 2022

Meet us on Booth 62 & 63

https://www.ncti.nc/

